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Eden Primary School 
Full Governing Board Meeting 

Minutes of meeting held via ZOOM on line  
                      on Monday 6 July 2020 at 7pm 

 

Head Teacher Governor (1) 
Jo Sassienie 

Community Governors (8) 
Stephen Frosh (Chair) 
Emma Cravitz (Vice-Chair) 
Lawrence Bloom 
Paul Dossett  
Steve Miller 
Gavin Presman +  
Brian Lerner 

Co-opted Governors (3) 
Vacancy x2 
Julia Alexander 

Staff Governor (1) 
Moses Kirosingh 

Present  
Deniz Ozturk (Business Manager) 
Helen Graff (Deputy Head) Parent Governors (2) 

Keren Querfurth 
Amelia Lasserson 

Also Present  
Jennifer Gerber (Observer)  
Chris Lambert   (Clerk, HEP) +denotes absence                                                                                                           

 
Part 1 
 
0. DVAR TORAH 
0.1 The meeting commenced with the Dvar Torah given by Keren Querfurth 
 
1. WELCOME/INTRODUCTIONS AND APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
1.1 Gavin Presman was absent due to a family bereavement and Governors sent their condolences.  
 
2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST, PECUNIARY OR OTHERWISE IN RESPECT OF ITEMS ON THE AGENDA 
2.1 None were made.  
 
3. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING (19.05.20) 
3.1 The Minutes of the previous meeting were approved, signed by the Chair using an electronic 

signature and returned to the school.  
 
4 MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 
4.1 Items 5.12,5.15 and 5.21 were on the Agenda. The revised Behaviour Policy had been circulated to 

parents who had children attending school. It was noted that the Home School Agreement and 
School Handbook has also been issued.  
Action: The revised Behaviour Policy, Home School, Agreement and Handbook to be circulated to 
Governors. Governors asked that all revised policies be circulated to Governors as a matter of 
course.  

 Item 8.2: the Risk Register has been updated by PD; to be reviewed by JS and SLT in the summer 
holiday.  

 
5. REPORTS FROM COMMITTEES AND OTHER BODIES 
5.1 Achievement Committee 

Nothing to report as no meeting has taken place since the last FGB.  
5.2 Finance Committee 
 PD reported that the Committee meeting of 24 June had discussed the draft budget 2020 /21 and 

the impact of school closure and Covid-19 on finances. It was agreed that the September re-
opening “near as normal” budget was preferred as the other option - a “Covid-19” budget was too 
speculative. A discussion about Quality Contributions and impact on finances was noted and the 
Committee was satisfied that the QC funding was likely to be secure to support the dedicated staff 
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costs.  A small deficit was projected for year 2019 /20 and a call on Reserves would be required to 
support the 2020 /21 budget which also reported a deficit. It was noted the deficit for 2020 /21 was 
due to the agreed retention of an additional member of staff for one academic year to support the 
children returning after the recent closure.  
JS and DO are due to meet on 7 July to discuss options for additional income generation for 2020 / 
21; a small increase in school meal rates was one option. From these discussions a proposal would 
be made to the Finance Committee. Governors discussed the impact of Covid-19 on family incomes 
and how this might impact the receipts from parents as Quality Contributions from September. It 
was suggested that a virtual Tree of Knowledge event be held targeting parents, which could 
generate additional funds.   
Action: School to issue a letter to parents before 20 July on the issue of QC’s.  
It was noted that the school closure had resulted in an underspend on the Sports Premium which 
would be carried forward to 20/21. It was noted the Catering Contract would be reviewed in 20/21. 

5.3 Governors had considered the draft budget 2020 /21 in detail, noted the forecast deficit caused by 
the retention of one additional member of staff for the year and the expected call on Reserves to 
fund the deficit.  

 Action: The Budget 2020 / 21 was APPROVED 
 
5.4 DO reported that the financial impact of school closure had been less than expected and given the 

strong Reserves there was limited possibility of a rebate from DfE for Covid related costs. KF 
suggested the school approach the Jewish Child Day Fund for a PPE related grant.  DO to 
investigate.  

 Action: DO to approach the Jewish Child Day Fund for a PPE related grant 
 
5.5 DO reported that two planned internal audits had been rescheduled to the Autumn Term. The 

external audit would commence on 9 October. It was noted that there was now a requirement to 
have separate firms responsible for internal and external audits, so this was the last year Wilkins 
Kennedy could do the internal audits.  
Action: School to secure a new firm to do the internal audits.     
   

5.6 Admissions Update 
 Reception class is reported to be full for September (14 girls and 16 boys) but unusually there is no 

waiting list. It was suggested that this was a low birth rate year and its impact was being felt by 
many schools. It was suggested that the school be more active in advising parents to place the 
school as 1st or 2nd choice on their admission preference list, to ensure a place.   

 
6.0 HEADTEACHER’S REPORT 
6.1 The Headteacher (JS) updated Governors on activities since 8 June with the re-opening of school. 

30 key worker and vulnerable pupils were on site in one Pod. Two other Pods had been created for 
14 pupils in No1 and 15 pupils in No2.  There was no further space, staff or WC’s available to 
accommodate additional pupils on site. High quality home learning provision continued to be 
delivered to support home learning.  The re-opening of school had been a positive experience for 
both pupils and staff; the systems had all worked well and there was excellent social distancing. 
There were no reported instances of illness.  

6.2 It was noted that parental response to the current status was broadly supportive although some 
would welcome more on-site provision. Governors noted this was not possible given the 
constraints of available staff and space. It was noted that Main Hall had been converted to a 
medical room, although, as yet, not required.  

6.3 It was noted that DfE was expecting all children to report to school in September and planning had 
started  for this full opening with the school taking advice from NLC, other Jewish School and 
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consulting with staff. It was noted that plans had not been developed sufficiently to inform parents 
at the scheduled parents meeting on 15 July.  
Action: Parents meeting on 15 July to be re-scheduled  
 

6.4 JS described the outline proposals for September: all measures designed to reduce risk and 
maintain high standards of health and safety across the site  for pupils and staff.  Keep pupils in 
small groups of 30 with nominated teacher and TA per group. Focus on pedagogy, developing an 
approach in class that supports how pupils learn: be flexible and adaptable   

 A phased return of pupils on Day 1 and 2 with entry in small groups to reduce anxiety, encourage 
open communication and engagement with teachers.  

 Lunch served in classrooms  

 Retain and develop home learning programme, to be available if required. Improve contact time 
with teachers.   

 Staggered use of playground and likely staggered start and end of day times  

 Possibly early closure on Friday  

 Introduction of blended learning with in-class and at home learning 

 Possible re-open of the school clubs using Pod concept for clubs 

 Work closely with parents at all stage of planning and implementation; hold on-line parent teacher 
meetings and give more support to parents if child learning at home on-line.  

 Review systems and administration every half term. Reflect on the best practices introduced in the 
initial shutdown; build on success.   
 

6.5 Governors noted the planned programme but raised some concerns about any delay in the full 
return of all pupils to school, suggesting that families would prefer to see the school return to its 
more normal state as soon as possible. It was noted that once the final plan was agreed the 
communication and messaging to parents would be a key issue for the smooth re-opening of 
school. It was suggested that a call on Reserves might be required to fund the plan but this could 
only be determined once the school had been operating for some weeks in Autumn. JS suggested 
that the proposed phased return of pupils on Day 1 and day 2 was a priority to support the mental 
health of the children and help them settle happily into the routine of the school more quickly.  

6.6 Governors had been open in their challenge of the initial plan and many of the early assumptions 
but noted that this was ultimately an operational matter for the Headteacher and SLT. HG stated 
that the phased re-entry of pupils on Day 1 and 2 would be best for the children by being in small 
groups initially and so more relaxed as they settle back into school routine. Governors agreed that if 
this is the final plan then the communication with parents would be critical. 

6.7 JS described how lessons learned from the home learning would influence teaching in the Autumn 
with more flexibility in the approach to teaching in the classroom,  less front of class teaching, more 
smaller group working and extend blended learning using Google classroom.  In the first few days 
the focus would be to settle children back to the school and routines and use smaller group working 
to help address issues of anxiety. By week 3 normal teaching would resume and assessments made 
to review progress, followed by teaching and then repeat assessments.   

 6.8 Governors noted that DfE was indicating funding to support a Recovery Curriculum but this may not 
be of use to the school. Until pupil assessments had been made there was uncertainty as to the 
extent of academic slippage through lockdown.   

6.9 Governors again queried the rationale for the proposed low key approach to school re-opening in 
September. JS and HG both reaffirmed their conviction in the merit of a staggered start for day 1 
and 2 with small groups of 10 pupils only per timed return. LB, Safeguarding Link, supported this 
approach as being the best environment to enable pupils and staff to return under more relaxed 
conditions so supporting their wellbeing.  

6.10 It was noted that a full plan would be unavailable for the proposed meeting with parents on 15 July. 
Governors were asked for proposals on which clubs to run from September and how best to 
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organise these for parents, pupils and staff. It was suggested that both the draft Plan and the Club 
management be discussed at the Achievement Committee. 

 Action: date for Achievement Committee meeting to be confirmed 
 
7.0 Personnel  
7.1 JS informed Governors of recent staff developments. A member of staff on maternity leave had 

resigned to leave at the end of August. Some staff were making requests for change in hours which 
were being managed. Parents had been emailed with details of class teachers for the September 
start; final details as to wider support per class was still being sorted. The Head of Inclusion had 
resigned, at short notice. Recruitment had failed to find a suitable replacement and SLT would 
assume responsibility for SEND Management from September pending an appointment of an 
Agency SENDCo or a substantive appointment. JS reported on two referrals which were being 
managed.  

 
8.0 BAME and anti-racism programme  
8.1 Governors were aware of the HEP and LBH focus on the BAME agenda in the Borough designed to 

help close the attainment gap of BAME Pupils in particular. The recent development of the Black 
Lives Matter campaign heightened the need for this focus. It was noted the school had signed the 
HEP Pledge on BAME and completed the HEP issued self-evaluation questionnaire; progress in 
implementation had slowed due to the school closure.  

8.2 All staff had received training this year on the theme of “Unconscious Bias” and the school’s NLC 
also had BAME on its Agenda.  

8.3 In the classroom a focus on the values of Judaism and British values had been introduced to 
stimulate discussions on the development of the BLM movement. Parents had been emailed 
suggested reading lists.  

8.4 Governors queried the diversity within the school and were pleased to note the diversity of 
ethnicity among pupils and staff and were also pleased that the BAME Agenda would be included in 
curriculum planning for September. 

8.5 The Chair asked for a BAME Link Governor and Julia Alexander volunteered.  
 Action: Julia Alexander to act as the BAME Link Governor      
 
9.0 Policies    
9.1 It was noted that both the Behaviour Policy and the Safeguarding Policy would have to be revised 

over Summer to reflect the return to school in September.  
 Action: Governors to receive the revised Policies, for comment, before 7 September.  
   
10. Governance 
10.1 No breaches to GDPR had occurred or required to be reported.  
 
11. Risk Register  
11.1 JS and SLT to review over the Summer  
 
12. Governor visits and training  
12.1 BL and AL had completed HEP training. 
12.2 LB reported on his visit to the school as Safeguarding Link. It was noted JS and HG were the lead 

and deputy school Safeguarding (DSL) links. Another DSL to be appointed. Governors noted the 
range of children and families on the vulnerable list and how the links between school and families 
had improved with more regular and frequent contact. From September the Safeguarding review 
would be twice per Term. JS expressed her thanks to LB for his time, support and diligence in the 
visit.    
Action: Governors invited to the Safeguarding training session, on-line on 4 September at 9am.  
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13. Publications 
13.1 Nothing to note 
 
14. Dates of meetings 2020 /21  
14.1 Action: DO to circulate the proposed meeting dates  
 
   
There being no further items for Part 1, and no matters for Part 2, the meeting closed at 9.36 pm.  
 
 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Signed:  
Stephen Frosh         Date: 06.07.2020 
CHAIR OF THE GOVERNING BODY 
 
 
 
ACTIONS LIST – 6 July 2020  
 

ITEM NO. ACTION ASSIGNED TO 

4.1 The revised Behaviour Policy, Home School, Agreement and 

Handbook to be circulated to Governors. Governors asked that all 

revised policies be circulated to Governors as a matter of course.  

JS 

5.2 School to issue a letter to parents before 20 July on the issue of 

Quality Contributions.  

JS 

5.3 The Budget 2020 / 21 was APPROVED  GB 

5.4 To approach the Jewish Child Day Fund for a PPE related grant  DO 

5.5 School to secure a new firm to do the internal audits.     DO/JS 

6.3 Parents meeting on 15 July to be re-scheduled  JS 

6.10 Date for Achievement Committee meeting to be confirmed  JS 

8.5 Julia Alexander to act as the BAME Link Governor      JA 

9.1 Governors to receive the revised Behaviour and Safeguarding 

Policies, for comment, before 7 September. 

JS 

12.2 Governors invited to the Safeguarding training session, on-line on 4 

September at 9am.  

GB 

14.1 To circulate the proposed Governor and Committee meeting dates DO 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


